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ABSTRACT

Young massive clusters (YMCs) have central stellar mass surface densities ex-
ceeding 104 M� pc−2. It is currently unknown whether the stars formed at such high
(proto)stellar densities. We compile a sample of gas clouds in the Galaxy which have
sufficient gas mass within a radius of a few parsecs to form a YMC, and compare
their radial gas mass distributions to the stellar mass distribution of Galactic YMCs.
We find that the gas in the progenitor clouds is distributed differently than the stars
in YMCs. The mass surface density profiles of the gas clouds are generally shallower
than the stellar mass surface density profiles of the YMCs, which are characterised by
prominent dense core regions with radii ∼ 0.1 pc, followed by a power-law tail. On
the scale of YMC core radii, we find that there are no known clouds with significantly
more mass in their central regions when compared to Galactic YMCs. Additionally,
we find that models in which stars form from very dense initial conditions require sur-
face densities that are generally higher than those seen in the known candidate YMC
progenitor clouds. Our results show that the quiescent, less evolved clouds contain less
mass in their central regions than in the highly star-forming clouds. This suggests an
evolutionary trend in which clouds continue to accumulate mass towards their centres
after the onset of star formation. We conclude that a conveyor-belt scenario for YMC
formation is consistent with the current sample of Galactic YMCs and their progenitor
clouds.

Key words: Stars: formation – ISM: clouds – Galaxy: centre, disk, open clusters and
associations: general

1 INTRODUCTION

Young massive clusters (YMCs) are gravitationally
bound stellar systems with masses & 104 M� and ages . 100
Myr (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010). Their masses and stellar
densities can reach and even exceed those of globular clus-
ters. Observations show that the cluster mass distribution is

? E-mail: D.L.Walker@2009.ljmu.ac.uk

in fact continuous (Larsen 2009; Portegies Zwart et al. 2010),
extending from low-mass open clusters (∼ 100 M�) to high-
mass YMCs that are seen to be as massive as ∼ 108 M� (e.g.
W3 in NGC 7252, Maraston et al. 2004, Cabrera-Ziri et al.
2016, in press). This has potentially important implications,
suggesting that clusters form in a similar way across this
entire mass range. Additionally, it has been proposed that
high-mass YMCs may be local analogues to the old globular
clusters that we see today (e.g. Elmegreen & Efremov 1997;
Kruijssen 2014). In this scenario, only the clusters formed
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2 D. L. Walker et al.

in the early Universe that belonged to the high-mass end of
the continuum would have been able to survive for a Hubble-
time, whereas the lower mass clusters would have been dis-
rupted (e.g. Vesperini 2001; Fall & Zhang 2001; Kruijssen
2015). If these scenarios are indeed true, this places YMCs
in an important context – by understanding their formation
and evolution, it may be possible to gain an insight into the
formation of clusters across the full mass range, including
that of globular clusters.

The mechanism via which YMCs form is not yet entirely
understood (see the review by Longmore et al. 2014). Much
of the relevant discussion in the literature debates the initial
distribution of the stars in YMCs. There are two prominent
theories on how stars are born in these clusters.

One scenario suggests that the stars form in a bound,
centrally-condensed population in an extremely compact na-
tal gas cloud. Feedback processes then remove the remaining
gas, decreasing the global gravitational potential and caus-
ing the cluster to expand towards its final, un-embedded
phase (see e.g. Lada et al. 1984; Boily & Kroupa 2003; Bas-
tian & Goodwin 2006; Baumgardt & Kroupa 2007, see the
recent review by Banerjee & Kroupa 2015). This is a mono-
lithic formation scenario for YMCs.

The other scenario is one in which stars and sub-clusters
form in accordance with the observed hierarchical structure
of their natal gas clouds. Indeed, the interstellar medium
is known to be hierarchical and sub-structured (e.g. Larson
1981; Elmegreen 2008; Kruijssen 2012). A heightened star
formation efficiency (SFE) towards the densest peaks in the
gas/dust leads to gas exhaustion on local scales, causing stel-
lar dynamics to eventually dominate (Kruijssen et al. 2012;
Girichidis et al. 2012; Longmore et al. 2014; Dale et al. 2015).
The subsequent hierarchical merging of these stars and sub-
clusters results in a centrally-concentrated, bound cluster
(Fujii et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2014). This is a hierarchical
mode of YMC formation.

Note that the above scenarios can be confusing and can
even co-exist. For example, Banerjee & Kroupa (2015) show
that a cluster may form monolithically from an initially hier-
archical distribution of stars, given an initially high density
and prompt merging of sub-structure (< 1 Myr).

These ‘monolithic vs. hierarchical’ discussions on YMC
formation also do not adequately address the density evo-
lution of both the gas and stars. One main difference be-
tween these two scenarios is whether or not the stars are
expanding or contracting after their immediate formation –
i.e. are the stars in YMCs born at initially higher or lower
densities than their final gas-free distributions? In order to
address this, we need to study and compare the spatial
distribution of the stars in YMCs with that of the gas in
their gas-phase precursors. To date, there have been very
few candidate YMC precursor gas clouds identified. In order
to constrain possible formation mechanisms, it is essential
that such clouds are found and studied in detail such that
we can begin to understand the initial conditions of YMC
formation. Recent efforts to survey the Galactic plane at
far-infrared and (sub)millimetre wavelengths, where these
dense, cold clouds emit brightly, have led to the identifica-
tion of a growing sample of potential YMC precursor clouds.

The Central Molecular Zone (CMZ; inner ∼ 200 pc of
the Galaxy, Morris & Serabyn 1996) is known to host both
the Arches and Quintuplet YMCs (see e.g. Figer et al. 1999;

Stolte et al. 2014), evidence that massive, bound stellar clus-
ters do indeed form in this region of the Galaxy. The CMZ
also contains a substantial reservoir of dense molecular gas,
which hosts a population of massive and compact molecular
clouds. Several of these clouds, notably G0.253+0.016 (see
e.g. Lis et al. 1994; Lis & Menten 1998; Longmore et al.
2012; Kauffmann et al. 2013; Rathborne et al. 2014a; John-
ston et al. 2014; Rathborne et al. 2014b), clouds ‘d’, ‘e’ and
‘f’ (Immer et al. 2012; Longmore et al. 2013b; Walker et al.
2015) and the star-forming Sagittarius B2 complex (Gaume
et al. 1995; Qin et al. 2011), are all thought to be likely
YMC progenitors at different evolutionary stages. With the
exception of Sagittarius B2, these clouds are devoid of any
widespread star-formation, despite their gas volume densi-
ties being in excess of those in proposed star formation re-
lations that suggest that stars should form efficiently above
such densities (see e.g. Lada et al. 2012; Longmore et al.
2013a).

The Galactic disk hosts a larger known population of
YMCs, such as the NGC 3603, Westerlund 1, Trumpler 14
and red super-giant (RSG) clusters (Goss & Radhakrish-
nan 1969; Clark et al. 2005; Sana et al. 2010; Davies et al.
2007, see the review by Portegies Zwart et al. 2010), that
reside over a range of Galactocentric radii. There are al-
most certainly more disk YMCs that have not yet been dis-
covered, presumably more-so on the far-side of the Galactic
bar, where it is very difficult to detect stellar clusters reliably
due to dust extinction and crowding. A significant number
of potential YMC precursor clouds have also been identified
in the Galactic disk, such as the W49 and W51 star-forming
complexes (Ginsburg et al. 2012). It is interesting to note
that none of the YMC precursor clouds known in the disk
are quiescent – they are all forming stars at a high rate.
The fact that there are four quiescent clouds at the Galac-
tic centre with similar masses, radii and densities to the
star-forming clouds in the disk is puzzling and suggests that
perhaps there is something suppressing star formation at
the Galactic centre and that star formation requires initially
higher gas volume densities in this environment (Longmore
et al. 2014; Kruijssen et al. 2014; Rathborne et al. 2014b).

In our previous work, we compared quiescent YMC pre-
cursor clouds with (proto)YMCs at the Galactic centre, in
an effort to assess the validity of the aforementioned cluster
formation scenarios (Walker et al. 2015). We found that the
YMC progenitors there are not dense enough nor are they
centrally-concentrated enough to form an Arches-like (M
= 2x104 M�, Reff = 0.4 pc; Espinoza et al. 2009) YMC
without further dynamical evolution, despite them being
the most massive and dense quiescent clouds found in the
Galaxy. This result suggested that, at the Galactic centre,
a monolithic mode of YMC formation is not viable given
the present-day mass distribution within these clouds. We
instead suggested that a hierarchical build up and merging
of stellar mass is more likely.

Given that the Galactic centre is an extreme environ-
ment – with density, temperature, pressure, cosmic ray ioni-
sation rate and magnetic field strength ranging from a factor
of a few to orders of magnitude greater than in the Galac-
tic disk (Kruijssen & Longmore 2013) – it seems plausible
that our previous result may be one that is specific to such
an environment. Observing and characterising any environ-
mental dependence of YMC formation is crucial if we are
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YMCs and their Progenitors 3

to develop a complete understanding of how they form and
evolve as a function of environment, and may also have im-
plications for the formation of all stellar clusters across the
full mass range. Here, we therefore extend our study out into
the Galactic disk, combining our previous sample with the
known YMCs and their likely progenitors in the disk.

In this paper, we discuss revised potential formation
scenarios for YMCs. Whilst the discussion on monolithic vs.
hierarchical formation may describe the initial stellar distri-
bution, it doesn’t sufficiently explain the concurrent density
evolution of both the gas and stars during the formation of
a YMC. Instead, we propose the following three scenarios
for YMC formation –

‘Conveyor-belt ’: Gas and stars have initial density dis-
tributions that are lower than that of an un-embedded
YMC. Evolution is defined by the concurrent collapse
of the molecular cloud and on-going star formation.

‘In-situ’: Gas is initially at a similar density as the final
YMC stellar distribution. Stars can form at this density
with little-to-no expansion or contraction.

‘Popping ’: Gas is initially at a higher density than the
un-embedded YMC. Once the stellar population has
formed, the cluster expels its gas content and expands
towards its final density distribution.

Table 1 summarises the relevant general properties of
the stellar and gas distributions in these different scenarios.

2 DATA

For the Galactic YMC sample, we select all YMCs in
Portegies Zwart et al. (2010) with M & 104 M� that have
their surface density profiles published. Our sample of Galac-
tic YMC precursor clouds is taken from those currently re-
ported in the literature that satisfy the Bressert et al. (2012)
criterion – that the clouds have escape speeds larger than the
sound speed in ionised gas. (Ginsburg et al. 2012; Urquhart
et al. 2013; Longmore et al. 2013b).

2.1 Galactic Centre

2.1.1 Clouds

Following from our previous work, we include the four
quiescent Galactic centre clouds – G0.253+0.016, ‘d’, ‘e’
and ‘f’. These clouds have recently been identified as poten-
tially representing the early, starless phases of YMC precur-
sors (Longmore et al. 2012, 2013b; Rathborne et al. 2014a;
Longmore et al. 2016). We also include the gas/dust con-
tent surrounding the Sagittarius B2 Main and North proto-
clusters. The analysis of these clouds is given in Walker
et al. (2015). Data utilised are continuum data from the Her-
schel infrared Galactic Plane Survey (HiGAL, Molinari et al.
2010), Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey (BGPS, Rosolowsky

et al. 2010; Aguirre et al. 2011; Ginsburg et al. 2013) and
ALMA project: ADS/JAO.ALMA#2011.0.00217.S (Rath-
borne et al. 2014b, 2015).

2.1.2 Clusters

The Galactic centre is known to host at least two
YMCs (Arches and Quintuplet) and two possible proto-
YMCs (Sagittarius B2 Main and North). We choose to im-
plement a cluster age threshold at the Galactic centre of 2
Myr. This is chosen as the cluster disruption time-scale in
this environment is very short, occurring over only a few to
10 Myr as a result of the strong tidal field and, most impor-
tantly, the disruptive tidal interactions with the dense gas
(e.g. Kim et al. 1999; Portegies Zwart et al. 2002; Kruijssen
et al. 2014). Since we want to compare YMC progenitor
clouds with the initial conditions of the stellar content of
YMCs, we exclude the Quintuplet cluster from our sample,
as it is already ∼ 4 Myr old (Figer et al. 1999) and tidal
disruption may have influenced the stellar surface density
distribution.

The global properties and observed mass surface den-
sity profile for the Arches stellar cluster were obtained from
Espinoza et al. (2009, Table 8 and Figure 16). Data for the
stellar population of Sagittarius B2 proto-clusters (Main &
North) were extrapolated from the Gaume et al. (1995) radio
observations of the embedded ultra-compact HII (UCHII)
regions. See Walker et al. (2015) for a detailed explanation
of how these data were used to generate mass surface density
profiles.

2.2 Galactic Disk

2.2.1 Clouds

Ginsburg et al. (2012) and Urquhart et al. (2013)
report a sample of potential YMC precursor clouds in
the Galactic disk. Of these, we select the clouds with
M & 3x104 M� within a radius of < 2.5 pc, as they
could potentially form a 104 M� YMC with a global star
formation efficiency of ∼ 1/3. The clouds in our sam-
ple are G043.169+00.009 (W49), G049.489+00.386 (W51),
G010.472+00.026, G350.111+0.089, G351.774−00.537 and
G352.622−01.077.

As we are interested in the distribution of mass in
these clouds and in particular whether they contain enough
mass on small spatial scales to form a YMC at their
present distributions, we require data with the highest pos-
sible angular resolution. For W49, we utilise high spatial-
resolution (2”) observations taken with the Submillimeter
Array (SMA). The details of these observations and combi-
nation with single-dish data are discussed in Galván-Madrid
et al. (2013).

For both W51 and G010.472+00.026, we have extracted
450 µm SCUBA observations of these clouds from the JCMT
data archive. These data provide a beam resolution of ∼ 7”.
For the full details of these data, please refer to Di Francesco
et al. (2008). We note that the effect of spatial filtering with
SCUBA is not a concern here, as we are primarily inter-

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2014)



4 D. L. Walker et al.

Before significant star Majority of stars formed, still Un-embedded stellar cluster

formation (tgas,initial) deeply embedded (t∗,initial) (t∗,final)

‘Conveyor-belt ’ Rgas,initial > R∗,final R∗,initial > R∗,final R∗,final
In-situ Rgas,initial ≈ R∗,final R∗,initial ≈ R∗,final R∗,final

‘Popping’ Rgas,initial < R∗,final R∗,initial < R∗,final R∗,final

Table 1. Summary of global properties of the gas and stellar content at three distinct phases in our three proposed formation scenarios

for YMCs. tgas,initial denotes the stage at which the YMC precursor cloud has not yet formed the majority of its stellar population.

Rgas,initial is the radius at this stage. The subscript (*, intial) refers to these properties at the stage at which most of the stars in the
cluster have been formed, but the cluster is still embedded in the remaining gas. (*, final) indicates the final stage of YMC formation,

where the cluster is completely free of gas.

ested in the gas and dust distribution on small spatial scales,
where such filtering is not an issue.

For the remainder of the clouds in our sample, we
extract (sub)mm continuum data for G350.111+0.089,
G351.774-00.537 and G352.622-01.077 via the archive for
the APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the Galaxy (AT-
LASGAL, Schuller et al. 2009). These data provide a beam
resolution of ∼ 19”.

As we are using these data to generate mass surface
density profiles for the clouds, we convert the data from
units of flux to units of mass. We do this using the following
relation (taken from Kauffmann et al. 2008, equation A.31,
appendix A) –

M = 0.12M�
(

e1.439(λ/mm)−1(T/10 K)−1

− 1
)

·
(

κν
0.01 cm2 g−1

)−1(
Fν
Jy

)(
d

100 pc

)2(
λ

mm

)3

,
(1)

where M is mass, λ is wavelength, T is the dust tempera-
ture, kν is the dust opacity, Fν is the integrated flux and d is
distance (see Table 2 for assumed distances and respective
references.). The dust temperature is not fully constrained
observationally for these clouds. As such, we have to make
certain assumptions regarding this parameter. Our assump-
tion are as follows –

(i) The gas is isothermal throughout the extent of the
cloud. This is a reasonable assumption for the Galactic cen-
tre clouds G0.253+0.016, ‘d’, ‘e’ and ‘f’, as they are quies-
cent. However the potential disk YMC precursors and Sagit-
tarius B2 Main and North are all highly star-forming, and
so we expect that there will be significant temperature gra-
dients throughout the clouds.

(ii) We assume that this single dust temperature is 20 K in
all of the quiescent Galactic centre clouds. This is consistent
with those measured from Herschel data (Battersby et al.
2011; Walker et al. 2015). In all of the star forming clouds,
we assume heightened dust temperatures of 40 K. The actual
dust temperature will be much higher towards sites of star
formation. Hence, any masses quoted are upper limits.

(iii) We assume a constant gas-to-dust ratio of 100. We
note that this may be lower by a factor of ∼ 2 towards the
Galactic centre (Longmore et al. 2013a).

The only remaining observationally unconstrained pa-
rameter in this relation is the dust opacity (kν). To estimate

this, we use the following relation, given in §3.2 of Battersby
et al. (2011) –

kν = 0.04 cm2 g−1
( ν

505 GHz

)1.75
, (2)

where ν is the frequency. Note that this contains the ex-
plicit assumption that the gas-to-dust ratio is 100. Kauff-
mann et al. (2008) note that the uncertainties in both the
dust temperature and opacity mean that the systematic un-
certainties in mass estimates obtained via Equation 1 are
∼ a factor of 2. See Longmore et al. (2013a) for a more in-
depth discussion regarding the systematic uncertainties in
obtaining mass estimates from dust emission.

Table 2 displays the general properties of the YMC pre-
cursor gas clouds in our sample. This shows that all of the
clouds have similar global characteristics, with masses in the
range of 104 – 105 M�, radii of ∼ 2 – 5 pc and volume den-
sities of ∼ 104 cm−3.

2.2.2 Clusters

We selected the YMCs given in Table 2 of Portegies
Zwart et al. (2010), for which surface profiles are already
published, specifically, NGC 3603, Westerlund 1 and Trum-
pler 14.

The data for NGC 3603 are taken from Figure 14 of
Harayama et al. (2008). We take the data and fit for the
surface density profile and take the assumed distance of 6.0
kpc to obtain their results in units of M� pc−2. Given that
their observations are sensitive to the mass range 0.5 – 2.5
M�, we extrapolate down to 0.1 M� and up to 120 M�,
assuming a Kroupa IMF, to obtain a corrective multiplica-
tive factor of ∼ 2.8. We then multiply the observed stellar
mass surface density profile by this factor to retrieve the un-
derlying total stellar mass surface density profile. We note
that the effect of mass segregation has not been accounted
for when applying IMF corrections to NGC 3603. However,
as the observed mass range here is intermediate, we expect
that the effect of mass segregation should be small.

Trumpler 14 data are taken from Figure 10 of Sana et al.
(2010). Their observations cover a mass range 0.1 – 120 M�
and so no IMF or mass segregation correction is necessary.

Westerlund 1 data are taken from Figure 8 of Brandner
et al. (2008). The data are sampled from a mass range of
3.5 – 32 M� – extrapolating using a Kroupa IMF yields
a multiplicative factor of ∼ 4.4. We again multiplied the
observed stellar mass surface density profile by this factor

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2014)
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to retrieve the underlying total stellar mass surface density
profile.

3 RESULTS

In Figure 1 we display the enclosed mass-surface-density
profiles of the clouds. To obtain these profiles, we use the
CASA software package (McMullin et al. 2007) to take cu-
mulative mass measurements within apertures of increasing
radii, which are centred on the dust peaks, then dividing
by the corresponding aperture area at each increment. As
discussed in Walker et al. (2015), the Galactic centre clouds
(solid lines) are similar in terms of their surface distributions
– flat (down to r ∼ 0.2 - 0.3 pc), with no prominent central
high-density region in the profile. ALMA data show that this
continues down to ∼ 0.015 pc for the cloud G0.253+0.016
(Rathborne et al. 2014b). Observations using the Submil-
limeter Array (SMA) show a similar trend for clouds d, e
and f (Walker et al., in prep).

Figure 1 also shows the YMC progenitor candidate
clouds in the Galactic disk (dashed lines). The enclosed mass
surface density profiles of these clouds are similar to those of
the Galactic centre clouds, in that they are relatively shallow
across all spatial scales. We note that the profiles generated
using the BGPS and APEX data may be affected by the an-
gular resolution (33” and 19”, respectively). However, we do
not see any considerable differences in the shapes of the pro-
files when compared to those taken with higher resolution
data.

In analysing the mass distributions in these clouds, it
is important to reiterate the assumptions that have gone
in to estimating their masses. The assumption that the gas
is isothermal is unlikely in the highly star-forming clouds
in our sample. The energy injected into the gas via on-
going star formation will cause these clouds to be internally
heated. The effect of this will be to steepen their surface
density profiles. The assumption of a single dust tempera-
ture is reasonable for the quiescent clouds in our sample,
but less so for the star-forming clouds, where temperatures
will be higher towards star-forming sites. Hence, any masses
quoted are upper limits. We also assume a constant gas-to-
dust ratio of 100, which may in fact be lower by a factor of
∼ 2 towards the Galactic centre (Longmore et al. 2013a).

The result of our assumptions is that the steepness and
mass-scaling of the profiles shown in Figure 1 are over-
estimated – they are strong upper limits. For example, if
we assume that dust temperatures towards the star forming
molecular cores are as high as 50 – 200 K (e.g. Cesaroni et al.
1994), this would result in a mass estimate that is ∼ 2.5 – 10
times lower towards these small regions. We note that the
uncertainties in the W49 mass profile are different from the
dust derived measurements, since this measurement comes
from the ratios of CO isotopologues. Galván-Madrid et al.
(2013) found that the effect of a radially decreasing gas tem-
perature acts opposite to the effect of saturation in the in-
nermost pixels (see their appendix D).

Table 3 shows the general properties of the YMCs in
our sample. We see that they all have similar properties,
in that they are all young (. 2 Myr), ∼ 104 M� and have
core radii of order 0.1 pc. Westerlund 1 is the exception here

(see §4 for discussion). These similarities are seen clearly in
Figure 2, which displays their enclosed mass-surface-density
profiles. Other than the differences in density and mass, all of
the clusters (except Westerlund 1) have near-identical profile
shapes, characterised by a prominent, compact central core
region out to R ∼ 0.1 pc.

Taking Figs. 1 and 2 and comparing them at face-value,
it appears as though many of the clouds in our sample have
equal or greater central mass surface densities when com-
pared with the YMCs. This seems to suggest that perhaps
some of these clouds could form a YMC at their current den-
sities. However, we note that our aforementioned assump-
tions regarding mass estimates place these as strong upper
limits. We expect that both the central surface densities and
the slope of the gas profiles will actually be lower. Further-
more, the profiles shown do not account for the fact that the
star formation efficiency (SFE) must be smaller than 100%.
Even in high-density proto-stellar cores, the SFE is not ex-
pected to exceed 30% – 50% (e.g. Matzner & McKee 2000;
Alves et al. 2007).

Comparing the shape of the profiles displays a general
difference in the way that mass is distributed in YMCs
and the clouds. Except in the case of Westerlund 1, the
stars in the YMCs follow a comparatively simple, spherical
Plummer-like distribution (Plummer 1911). They have very
compact central regions that are surrounded by much larger
envelopes, which display a clear power-law drop-off in sur-
face density beyond the core scale (∼ 0.1 pc). In contrast,
the molecular clouds have a much more uniform density over
larger scales (i.e. no distinct central regions of high density).
Their mass distribution is much more flat, with significant
fall-off at radii approaching 1 pc. We note that this flat pro-
file does not imply a lack of sub-structure on smaller spatial
scales. High spatial-resolution ALMA continuum data re-
veal that clouds like G0.253+0.016 are highly sub-structured
(Rathborne et al. 2015).

In Figure 3 we display the enclosed mass as a function
of radius for all of the clouds in our sample. Solid and dashed
lines correspond to Galactic centre and disk clouds, respec-
tively. To compare the data to simulations of monolithic,
or ‘popping’ YMC formation, we also plot the initial condi-
tions from several simulations in the literature. The triangle
markers correspond to the initial conditions used by Baner-
jee & Kroupa (2013) to simulate the monolithic formation
of the R136 YMC. The circular markers correspond to the
initial conditions used by Banerjee & Kroupa (2014) to sim-
ulate the monolithic formation of the NGC 3603 YMC. The
star markers correspond to the initial conditions given in the
fifth row of Table 1 in Assmann et al. (2011), in which they
simulate the ‘popping’ formation of massive clusters from
very dense initial conditions. We choose this particular set
of initial conditions as they are quoted to be sufficient to
form a 104 M� cluster with a SFE < 20 %.

As these simulations are 3D models, and the data that
we discuss in this paper are 2D projections, we must take
care to ensure that we are making a fair comparison to these
models. In Banerjee & Kroupa (2013, 2014), they present
their initial conditions as initial cluster mass, initial gas
mass and half-mass radius. Using their assumed ∼ 33% star-
formation efficiency, we combine these masses to obtain the
total gass mass prior to star formation. We also use the fol-
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6 D. L. Walker et al.

Figure 1. Enclosed mass surface density profiles as a function of radius for the YMC precursor clouds in the CMZ (solid lines) and in
the Galactic disk (dashed lines). The transition point from solid to lower opacity indicates the beam resolution of the data.

Cloud M D R n NH2
Reference

104 M� kpc pc 104 cm−3 1024 cm−2 –

G0.253+0.016 11.9 8.4† 2.9 1.7 0.6 1

d 7.6 8.4† 3.2 0.8 0.3 1
e 11.2 8.4† 2.4 2.8 0.9 1

f 7.3 8.4† 2.0 3.2 0.8 1

W49 12.0 11.4 2.2 4.2 1.2 2

W51 5.2 5.4 1.6 4.6 0.9 2

G010.472+00.026 3.8 10.8 2.1 1.5 0.4 2
G350.111+0.089 3.6 11.4 2.1 1.4 0.4 3

G351.774−00.537 27 17.4 4.8 0.9 0.6 3

G352.622−01.077 6.2 19.4 3.3 0.6 0.3 3

Table 2. Global properties of the sample of likely YMC progenitor gas clouds used in this work. The columns show mass (M), distance

(D), radius (R), average volume number density (n), average column density (NH2 ) and the corresponding reference. †Galactrocentric
distance estimate from Reid et al. (2009) – all Galactic centre clouds are assumed to be at this distance. References: [1] Walker et al.

(2015), [2] Ginsburg et al. (2012) and [3] Urquhart et al. (2013).

lowing relation to convert the half-mass radius to the Plum-
mer radius (Heggie & Hut 2003) –

RH =
Rpl√

22/3 − 1
, (3)

Assmann et al. (2011) already provide the Plummer ra-
dius. We then take the total 3D gas mass for all of the models
and convert this to a projected mass (Heggie & Hut 2003)
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Figure 2. Enclosed mass surface density profiles as a function of radius for the Galactic YMCs along with the HII region distribution

of the Sagittarius B2 Main (blue) and North (Magenta) proto-clusters. Arches data from Espinoza et al. (2009) (E09; black). NGC 3603
data from Harayama et al. (2008) (H08; red). Westerlund 1 data from Brandner et al. (2008) (B08; green). Trumpler 14 data from Sana

et al. (2010) (S10; cyan). Note that the bump in the profile for Sagittarius B2 North at R ∼ 1 pc is due to Sagittarius B2 Main entering
the aperture. Solid and dashed lines indicate that the clusters lie in the CMZ and Galactic disk, respectively.

Cluster Age M D Rcore Σ0 Reference

Myr 104 M� kpc pc 105 M� pc−2 –

Sagittarius B2 Main < 0.5 < 0.4 8.4 < 0.1 0.5 1

Sagittarius B2 North < 0.5 < 0.4 8.4 < 0.1 0.12 1
Arches 2.0 2.0 8.4 0.14 3.5 2

NGC 3603 2.0 1.0 – 1.6 6.0 0.14 0.15 3
Trumpler 14 > 0.3 0.4 – 1.1 2.8 0.14 0.12 4, 5
Westerlund 1 3.0 – 5.0 2.0 – 4.5 3.6 1.1 0.17 6

Table 3. Global properties of the sample of Galactic YMCs used in this work. The columns show cluster age, mass (M), distance (D),

core radius (Rcore), central mass surface density (Σ0) and the corresponding reference. References: [1] Walker et al. (2015), [2] Espinoza
et al. (2009), [3] Harayama et al. (2008), [4] Sana et al. (2010), [5] Ascenso et al. (2007) and [6] Brandner et al. (2008).

–

M(d) = M

(
1 +

R2
pl

d2

)−1

, (4)

Overall Fig. 3 shows that the initial projected masses
within a given radius for these various models generally too

high, particularly at smaller radii. We note that the Banerjee
& Kroupa (2014) model for NGC 3603 appears consistent
with observations at radii > 0.5 pc. However, it is over-
dense on smaller spatial scales. Whilst the models generally
predict mass surface densities that are greater than the ob-
served clouds, this is not unambiguously the case. The highly
star-forming clouds such as Sagittarius B2, W49 and W51

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2014)
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all lie very close to these models. Though we reiterate that
the mass estimates, particularly in the highly star-forming
clouds, are upper limits. Accounting for temperature effects
would create an even larger disparity between the obser-
vations and simulations. We also note that the simulated
models assume that both the gas and stars are initially dis-
tributed according to a Plummer distribution, which is not
true for the gas in the clouds in our sample (see §4). This is
a critical difference between the true conditions in the ISM
and those assumed in these models. The gravitational poten-
tial of the gas is dominant until a significant number of stars
have formed within the gas, and it is clear that the initial
potential does not arise from a Plummer-like gravitational
potential.

4 DISCUSSION

In Walker et al. (2015) we used a sample of YMCs and
possible YMC precursor clouds at the Galactic centre to at-
tempt to distinguish between two commonly argued modes
of YMC formation – popping or conveyor-belt modes. We
did this simply by comparing their mass-surface-density pro-
files. Through comparing the surfaces profiles of the clouds
and YMCs, it should be possible to begin to distinguish
between these two potential modes of YMC formation. If
popping cluster formation is a common mode, we should
expect to see YMC precursor gas clouds that are highly
centrally-concentrated, more-so than the YMCs, such that
once formed they may expand out to the observed YMC
stellar densities as a result of residual gas expulsion. If the
conveyor-belt route is instead a viable mode of YMC forma-
tion, we should expect to see gas clouds that are more ex-
tended than YMCs and that show evidence for sub-structure
on smaller scales.

In this previous work, we found that in the Galactic
centre, all of the candidate precursor clouds were more ex-
tended and less centrally-concentrated than the YMCs –
seemingly consistent with a conveyor-belt formation mode
being more likely. Furthermore, sub-pc observations of one
of these clouds, G0.253+0.016, reveal that it is indeed sub-
structured on small spatial scales (Rathborne et al. 2015).
Now that we have increased our sample size to include YMCs
and potential YMC precursor clouds in the Galactic disk, we
examine whether this conclusion holds true.

4.1 ‘Popping’ and in-situ clusters – can Galactic
clouds form a YMC at a high initial density?

Using the clouds for which we possess high spatial-resolution
data (. 0.1 pc), we compare the mass contained within a
radius of 0.1 pc – the typical core radius of the YMCs in
our sample – in both the clouds and the YMCs. In doing
this, we can assess whether these progenitor clouds contain
enough mass on this scale to form a typical YMC stellar
core at their present density distributions. The cluster core
is by far the most dense region in these clusters, and so it
follows that if they form in-situ, then the progenitors to such
clusters should contain at least enough mass on the typical
core scale such that they could form a stellar population

Cloud MR=0.1 30% SFE

103 M� 103 M�

G0.253+0.016 0.29 0.09

W49 1.28 0.43

W51 2.71 0.90

Cluster

Arches 6.6 –

NGC 3603 0.3 –

Trumpler 14 0.2 –
Westerlund 1 0.5 –

Table 4. Mass contained within a radius of 0.1 pc for the clouds

(upper) and clusters (lower) in our sample. The right column
shows this with an assumed 30% global star formation efficiency

(SFE) for the clouds.

that is at least as dense as the present-day populations in
the central regions of Galactic YMCs.

The results are presented in Table 4. For the clouds,
we also display this mass adjusted for an assumed upper
limit of 30% for the global star formation efficiency. We find
that both W49 and W51 have comparable or greater central
mass surface densities than NGC 3603, Trumpler 14 and
Westerlund 1 at the typical core radius scale. This is also
true for the highly star-forming Sagittarius B2 Main and
North regions (Lu et al., in prep). In the largely-quiescent
G0.253+0.016, we find that the cloud does not yet contain
enough mass on this scale to form even the least centrally-
dense YMC in our sample (Trumpler 14). A similar result is
also found for the quiescent Galactic centre clouds d, e and
f, which are also quiescent (Walker et al., in prep).

These results suggest that in the evolved, star-forming
clouds, within ∼ 105 years since the onset of star forma-
tion, sufficient mass has accumulated such that they could
form a typical YMC stellar core in-situ. In contrast, the
quiescent clouds have not yet had time to build up a dense
enough mass reservoir in their central regions. We caution
that in the Galactic disk, there is over an order of magni-
tude scatter in the central mass concentrations in the gas
clouds. The same is true for the YMCs across all environ-
ments. This, coupled with the limited sample size of Galac-
tic YMCs and their potential progenitors, as well as the lack
of high-resolution observations towards many of the clouds,
makes it difficult to infer any significant evolutionary trends.
Nonetheless, we can say unequivocally that for the known
sample there are no clouds that contain significantly more
mass than any known YMC in the central 0.1 pc. This is not
compatible with a ‘popping ’ formation scenario for YMCs,
in which clusters form at initially higher densities, followed
by a period of expansion due to gas expulsion. Instead, the
apparent evolutionary trend from quiescent and less dense,
to star-forming and more dense, suggests that we may be
seeing evidence for a ‘conveyor-belt ’ mode of YMC forma-
tion.

We also highlight that the core of the Arches cluster is
considerably more dense than anything else in our sample.
There are no known clouds that would be capable of forming
such a core in-situ.
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Figure 3. Enclosed gas mass profiles as a function of radius for the known potential Galactic YMCs precursors. The transition point

from solid to lower opacity indicates the beam resolution of the data. The triangle markers correspond to the initial conditions used
by Banerjee & Kroupa (2013) to simulate the monolithic formation of the R136 YMC. The circular markers correspond to the initial

conditions used by Banerjee & Kroupa (2014) to simulate the monolithic formation of the NGC 3603 YMC. The star markers correspond
to the initial conditions given in the fifth row of Table 1 in Assmann et al. (2011) to simulate a monolithically forming star cluster.

4.2 On the clumpy sub-structure of molecular
clouds

As noted in §3, the simulations of monolithic cluster forma-
tion by Assmann et al. (2011) and Banerjee & Kroupa (2013,
2014) invoke Plummer-sphere initial morphologies for distri-
bution of both the gas and the stars in the simulated clus-
ters. Indeed, it is well established that the stars in YMCs are
well described by Plummer models (or more generally, EFF-
models; Elson et al. 1987). Whether the stars were formed
according to this distribution, as per the ‘popping ’ or ‘in-
situ’ scenarios, is much less certain. Furthermore, the as-
sumption that the gas follows a Plummer-like distribution
is questionable, and inconsistent with what is typically seen
in the interstellar medium (ISM), which is observed to have
a hierarchical structure (e.g. Larson 1981). Indeed, much of
the data used in our sample for this paper shows this. The
ALMA observations of G0.253+0.016 reveal that it is highly
sub-structured on small spatial scales (spatial resolution ∼
0.07 pc, Rathborne et al. 2015) and not at all Plummer-like.

The same holds true for clouds in the solar neighbourhood,
which are highly filamentary (e.g. Barnard 1905).1

Figure 4 shows the same mass surface density profile as
given in Figure 1 for G0.253+0.016. Also plotted is a range
of Plummer spheres, with core radii in the range of 0.5 –
2.0 pc. It is clear that, no matter the core radius, a Plum-
mer sphere does not represent the distribution of gas in this
cloud. SMA observations (resolution ∼ 0.15 pc) of clouds ‘d’,
‘e’ and ‘f’ also reveal complex sub-structure (Walker et al. in
prep.). SMA observations of W49 (resolution ∼ 0.1 pc) show
that this region is also complex, with hierarchical struc-
tures and filaments (Galván-Madrid et al. 2013). Given a
spatially-varying star-formation efficiency, it is possible that
a Plummer-like stellar distribution could form from gas with
a different distribution. Nonetheless, the models for mono-
lithic cluster formation use Plummer-like profiles for the gas,
and this is not seen in the observations.

For the remainder of the clouds in our sample, we cur-
rently do not possess data with high enough spatial resolu-

1 We thank Amy Stutz for pointing out this reference.
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Figure 4. Mass surface density profile of G0.253+0.016. The

shaded area corresponds to a range of Plummer spheres with core
radii ranging from 0.5 – 2 pc. We find that, no matter the core

radius of the Plummer sphere, it cannot reproduce the mass sur-

face density profile of the cloud – the slope of the outer regions
is too steep.

tion to comment on their small-scale structure. However,
given that we know the structure of the aforementioned
clouds, and that the structure of the ISM is well-established,
we expect that they will follow a similarly complex, sub-
structured distribution (i.e. not Plummer-like).

4.3 The peculiar shape of Westerlund 1

The stellar mass surface density profiles of the (proto)YMCs
displayed in Figure 2 are all extremely similar in shape. They
are well characterised by a Plummer-like profile with a core
radius of ∼ 0.1 pc. It is clear, however, that Westerlund 1
does not fit this description. The cluster is much more ex-
tended than the others in our sample, with a core radius of
∼ 1.0 pc, almost an order of magnitude larger than the core
radii of the other YMCs. This ‘bloated’ appearance is further
complicated by a reported elongation that is characterised
by an axial ratio of 3:2 (Gennaro et al. 2011). The source
of this extended morphology is not known. However, Gen-
naro et al. (2011) propose that it may be a result of merging
of two or more stellar sub-clusters that formed in the same
natal gas cloud. They reason that if this happened recently,
the cluster may not yet have had time to dynamically relax
and that eventually, this elongated cluster will settle into a
more ‘normal’ spherical distribution. If true, this may sup-
port the idea that a spherical, centrally-condensed cluster
results through the merging of sub-clusters, as proposed in
hierarchical merging scenarios for YMC formation. A corol-
lary of this scenario is that all other YMCs in our sample
have undergone violent relaxation. Irrespective of the core
radius, all YMCs including Westerlund 1 display central sur-
face densities similar to the proposed universal maximum
surface density of Σ∗ ∼ 105 M� pc−2 observed in dense
stellar systems over 7 orders of magnitude in stellar mass
(Hopkins et al. 2010).

5 CONCLUSIONS

We compare both the enclosed mass as a function of
radius and the internal structure of the sample of known
YMCs and their likely progenitor gas clouds throughout the
Galaxy. We find that there are no known clouds with signif-
icantly more mass in their central regions than the known
Galactic YMCs. The observations also show that the quies-
cent, less evolved clouds contain less mass in their central re-
gions than the highly star-forming regions. This suggests an
evolutionary trend in which clouds continue to accumulate
mass towards their centres after the onset of star formation
– consistent with a ‘conveyor-belt ’ mode of YMC formation.

When compared with simulations for monolithic ‘pop-
ping ’ formation of YMCs, we find that the initial conditions
for the cluster-forming clouds are not wholly consistent with
the observations – in general, they require more mass at a
given radius than is observed in the known YMC precursor
clouds. Furthermore, we find that the initial morphology of
the gas in both these simulations and the general model for
monolithic formation for YMCs is inconsistent with the ob-
served morphology of YMC precursor clouds. They require
initially Plummer-like, highly centrally-concentrated clouds
– whereas the clouds in our sample (for which high spatial
resolution data are available) display complex, hierarchical
sub-structure and do not display the prominent cores and
power-law tails of Plummer profiles. We therefore conclude
that a ‘popping ’ formation scenario for YMCs is not consis-
tent with the data that is currently available for Galactic
YMCs and their likely precursor gas clouds. We instead find
that for the highly star-forming clouds, an ‘in-situ’ forma-
tion mode seems plausible. Coupled with the lower central
densities of the quiescent clouds, this suggests a ‘conveyor-
belt ’-like mode of YMC formation, whereby clouds contract
and accumulate more mass in their central regions along
with concurrent star formation.
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